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Catastrophes in Context aims to bring critical attention to the social, political, economic, and
cultural structures that create disasters out of natural hazards or political events and that shape
the responses. Combining long-term ethnographic fieldwork typical of anthropology and
increasingly adopted in similar social science disciplines such as geography and sociology
with a comparative frame that enlightens global structures and policy frameworks,
Catastrophes in Context includes monographs and edited volumes that bring critical scrutiny to
the multiple dimensions of specific disasters and important policy/practice questions for the
field of disaster research and management. Theoretically innovative, our goal is to publish
readable, lucid texts to be accessible to a wide range of audiences across academic disciplines
and specifically practitioners and policymakers.
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Volume 2

CONTEXTUALIZING DISASTER

Edited by Gregory V. Button and Mark Schuller
“Contextualizing Disaster, edited by Gregory V. Button and Mark
Schuller, makes a significant contribution to a better understanding
of the social construction of disasters by contextualizing them in
novel and diverse ways… The eight book chapters offer new and
innovative analysis of recent disasters that to varying degrees are all
translocal, and each chapter is carried by its own “narrative.”… The
book is providing fresh impetus not only for disaster scholars but
also for DRR institutions and media.” • Anthropos
Contextualizing Disaster offers a comparative analysis of six
recent "highly visible" disasters and several slow-burning,
"hidden," crises that include typhoons, tsunamis, earthquakes,
chemical spills, and the unfolding consequences of rising seas
and climate change. The book argues that, while disasters are
increasingly represented by the media as unique, exceptional,
newsworthy events, it is a mistake to think of disasters as
isolated or discrete occurrences. Rather, building on insights
developed by political ecologists, this book makes a compelling
argument for understanding disasters as transnational and
global phenomena.
September 2016, 214 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78533-319-4 Paperback $29.95/£23.95
eISBN 978-1-78533-281-4 $29.95/£23.95
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DISASTER UPON DISASTER
Exploring the Gap Between Knowledge, Policy and Practice
Edited by Susanna M. Hoffman and Roberto E. Barrios
A consistent problem that confronts disaster reduction is the disjunction
between academic and expert knowledge and policies and practices of
agencies mandated to deal with the concern. Although a great deal of
knowledge has been acquired regarding many aspects of disasters, such
as driving factors, risk construction, complexity of resettlement, and
importance of peoples’ culture, very little has become protocol and
procedure. Disaster Upon Disaster illuminates the numerous disjunctions
between the suppositions, realities, agendas, and executions in the field,
goes on to detail contingencies, predicaments, old and new plights, and
finally advances solutions toward greatly improved outcomes.
October 2019, 354 pages, 5 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78920-648-7 Paperback $34.95/£27.95
eISBN 978-1-78920-346-2 $34.95/£27.95

Volume 3 Forthcoming in September 2020

GOING FORWARD BY LOOKING BACK

Archaeological Perspectives on Socio-Ecological Crisis,
Response, and Collapse
Edited by Felix Riede and Payson Sheets
Catastrophes are on the rise due to climate change, as is their toll in terms of
lives and livelihoods as world populations rise and people locate into hazardous places. This book catalogues a
wide and diverse range of case studies of such disasters and human responses. This heritage of past disasters serves
as inspiration for building culturally sensitive adaptions to present and future calamities, to mitigate their impacts,
and facilitate recoveries.
September 2020, 539 pages, 38 illus., 42 figs., 21 maps, 11 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78920-864-1 Hardback $155.00/£115.00
eISBN 978-1-78920-865-8 $45.00/£36.00

